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The global insurance industry finds itself on modest but robust ground 
despite some macroeconomic headwinds and risks from the US-Chinese 
trade war, Brexit and the possibility of a sharp global growth slowdown. 

Growth trends in 2018 were regionally diverse and, in general, the industry 
tracked below macroeconomic growth levels. 

Market overcapacity will continue to depress underwriting profitability, and 
low interest rates will limit investment returns moving into 2020. However, 
the growth outlook is more promising for insurers – about 3% annually for 
both global life and P&C insurance. This growth will however not be evenly 
distributed geographically – about half of life insurance and a third of P&C 
will come from China. Meanwhile, mature western markets will continue to 
grow at modest levels or stagnate. Non-life premiums are expected to grow 
at a CAGR of 1.3% in North America and 2.1% in western Europe through to 
2022, while life business is expected to grow at a CAGR of 0.5% in western 
Europe. Advanced Asian markets, including Japan, are expected to keep their 
restrained growth levels or improve slightly (eg, Japanese non-life insurance).

Customer expectations today are shaped by factors outside of the industry’s 
control. Merely providing a digital offering is no longer a significant source 

Disruption in full swing

The level of disruption is 
rising globally. And after six 
years of being classified as 
‘vulnerable’, the insurance 
sector has moved into the 
‘volatile’ quadrant where 
it can no longer afford 
to take the wait-and-see 
approach to innovation, 
say Ms Cansen Ergun 
and Mr Xavier Anglada of 
Accenture. 

Exhibit 1: Industry sector matrix - 2018

Source: Accenture Research Disruptability Index 2019
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Digital insurer includes Oscar $375m deal and Bright Health $200m deal; 
Telematics includes investments into Cambridge Mobile Telematics (UK-based) 
for  o anies can recei e ore an one ro nd of financing

Source: Accenture analysis based on CB Insights

of differentiation for any insurer. Rapid changes in the 
consumer space have created an opportunity gap within 
insurance that will be filled by tech-enabled offerings, be 
they from incumbents or newcomers. 

nsurance conse uently ranks as most susceptible 
to future disruption out of 18 industries tracked within 
the Accenture isruptability ndex 201 . Almost half 
of customers are now open to buying insurance from 
non-insurers such as banks or online players like Google 
and Ama on. evels of current disruption are rising too, 
moving insurance into the volatile’ uadrant a er six 
years of being classed as vulnerable’ (Exhibit 1).

Factors driving disruption
isruption will be driven by three factors

 enture capital money continues pouring into 
nsur ech, up to 13bn since 2010

 nsur ech valuations are ballooning, with scar Health, 
for instance, taking its 2015 valuation of 1.5bn to over 
3bn by the end of 2018, and home insurer emonade 

moving from 00m to 2bn between 201  and 201  and
 Platform players continue to seek exposure to the 
industry – witness Alphabet’s 3 5m investment in 

scar (2018) or Haven, Ama on’s oint venture in health 
cover with Berkshire Hathaway and JP Morgan.

  These and the macroeconomic risks to the financial 
safety of the industry can easily impact top-line and 
bo om-line performance for insurers worldwide 
and may uickly become sources of compressive’ 
disruption, gradually restricting insurers’ ability to 
invest in the new. 

Disruption is the new norm
Globally, primary nsur ech investment areas are 

distribution and customer centricity  predictive analytics, 
data science and A  cloud  new business models such as 
usage-based and on-demand insurance  and o -based 
technologies and services around telematics, smart homes 
and healthcare.

isruption by nsur echs should not be seen as a threat 
but as an opportunity and the new normal for insurers. 
The choice is now clear – innovate or perish. nsurers are 
already rethinking their business model, adapting their 
offering, distribution and operating models to respond to 
new customer expectations and digital opportunities. 

Beyond data and statistics, we have to keep in mind that 
basically all the efforts are aimed to create hyper-relevant 
experiences. nsurers are shi ing from a product-focused 
to a customer-focused mindset by building a new value 
chain in which they can move up in the customer lifecycle 
and play different roles such as risk coach, virtual adviser 
and plug-and-play ecosystem orchestrator through the 
combination of insurance risks with o  and technology 
(mobile, data, A ) partner capabilities.  

Exhibit 2: $ Invested in InsurTech in 2018 and investors’ priority areas

Source: Accenture Research Insurtech Watchtower, March 2019                                                                                                                                          

Exhibit 3: MENA FinTech activity by industry
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MENA InsurTechs looking beyond insurer 
solutions 
Although still relatively nascent, the InsurTech ecosystem 
in the MENA region is growing rapidly. With a nominal 
GDP of $7.7tn, a substantial young demographic, and 
high smartphone penetration, the region holds immense, 
untapped opportunities for entrepreneurs looking to 
disrupt the traditional financial services sector. hile 
much progress has been made in the banking arena, 
access to other services such as insurance, pensions and 
capital markets is lower. Banking makes up just over two 
thirds (67%) of FinTech activity in the region, followed 
by insurance (20%). In 2018, the total invested volumes in 
InsurTech were at around $25m with a CAGR of 28%, and a 
median deal size of $1.6m. 

The biggest segment within insurance is P&C, 
followed by health. However, it is multiline insurance 
which has received the most investment – worth $21m 
(42% of total funds) since 2010. Evidence suggests that up 
until 2017, InsurTechs were more focused on operational 
e ciency than innovation, with several companies 
concentrating on distribution. 

Since 2018, InsurTechs are increasingly looking beyond 
insurer solutions; they are now branching into the 
provisioning of more complex products and services by 
offering digital platforms that connect customers with 
service providers and using connected technologies to 
reach underserved customers.

Increasing regulations driving RegTech growth
Among possible alternatives for insurers to transform 
their approach to controls, RegTechs can facilitate 
compliance activities by collaborating with incumbents 
in different areas (risk and control analytics, regulatory 
intelligence and reporting) to provide both operational 
e ciency and also improved risk resilience and more 
significant business insights. o successfully include these 
solutions in their compliance transformation programmes, 
insurers need to leverage their presence in the RegTech 
ecosystem by increasing experimentation around new 

ways of working (eg, PoCs, co-creation) not only with 
startups, but also with regulators and advisers.

Next steps: Embracing InsurTech 
The benefits of nsur ech for all stakeholders – from the 
nsur ech firms themselves to incumbents, consumers, 

citizens, businesses and governments – are growing. 
nsur ech firms are emerging as a powerful catalyst for 

change. They are addressing challenges that incumbent 
financial institutions cannot, providing services that 
empower and give customers more choices. InsurTechs 
are also accelerating entrepreneurship and innovation by 
providing startups and businesses with access to digital 
processes that extend their reach into new markets and 
support inclusion into financial ecosystems. 

In the MEA region, InsurTechs provide fundamental 
services, but they are also adding new layers of 
sophistication to commerce and customer engagement 
through advanced solutions and features. This can 
stimulate economic growth and regional competitiveness 
and open up a whole new area of differentiation for 
countries in the region. It is important for InsurTechs to 
collaborate with incumbent financial institutions, be part 
of regulatory sandboxes and innovation hubs, and seek 
funding to investment and scale. 

For governments, it is important to create an 
environment conducive to InsurTech development and 
growth. This includes advancing regulatory reform, 
pu ing standards in place and stimulating nsur ech 
innovation through incentives and other means and create 
an investor-friendly environment.

or incumbent financial services, it is now more 
important than ever to be open, to collaborate and 
invest in InsurTechs. While investors will continue to be 
in uenced by government policies and support, as well as 
the business environment, they will need to take bigger 
risks and plunge into InsurTech investments without the 
ustification of immediate returns.

Ms Cansen Ergun is digital transformation senior manager, ME insurance lead 
and Mr Xavier Anglada is managing director, digital lead, MENA and Turkey at 
Accenture Middle East BV.

Source: Accenture analysis based on CB Insights

Exhibit 4: MENA FinTech financing activity by product segment
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